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DOREEN GRILLOT, 

- ~ ~ .. -.Petitioner, , . 

v. Case No. 16-AA-l 

PAT S. REED, COMMISSIONER 
WEST VIRGINIA DIVISION 
OF MOTOR VEIDCLES, 

Respondent. 

FINAL ORDER 

On A prior day came the petitioner, Doreen Grillot, in person and by counsel, Matthew M. 

Hatfield, and came the respondent, by the West Virginia Attorney General's Office, all before The 

Honorable William S. Thompson, Judge of the Circuit Court of Boone County, West Virginia, for a final 

decision upon the Petition For Review Of Administrative Order ("Petition") previously filed herein. 

Specifically, the petitioner moves this Court to REVERSE and VACATE the Final Order of 11104116 

issued by the Office of Administrative He~gs (OAR) affirming the Commissioner's Order of 

Revocation and concluding the petitioner drove a motor vehicle in this State while under the influence of 

alcohol on 03/10112. 

Procedural Background 

By way of background, Patrolman L. W. Holeston, formerly of the Madison City Police 

Department, alleged the petitioner operated a motor vehicle on 03/10112 in Madison, Boone County, 

West Virginia while under the influence of alcohol. The Commissioner of the Division of Motor 

Vehicles- entered an Order Of Revocation on 04/06112. The petitioner timely appealed the 

Commissioner's Order which, by operation oflaw, stayed the revocation of her driver's license pending 

a hearing before the Office of Administrative Hearings (OAR). A hearing was held on 08/11/16 before 



Aimee Jackson, OAR Hearing Examiner, wherein both Patrolman L. W. Holeston and the petitioner 

provided sworn testimony. Thereafter, the OAR issued a Final Order (OAR Case No. 247554B) on 

11/04116 which affinned the Commissioner's Order of Revocation and concluded the petitioner drove a 

motor vehicle in this State while under the influence of alcohol on 0311 0112. The Petition For Review 

OfAdministrative Order ("Petition") was filed on 11/21116 pursuant to the relevant provisions of W. Va. 

Code §29A-5-1, et seq. (State Administrative Procedures Act). The Court also notes a hearing was held 

on 12119116 upon the petitioner's Motion For Stay OfAdministrative Order (the respondent did not file 

a response to this Motion). This Court granted the said Motion and entered an Order Granting Stay Of 

Administrative Order wherein it concluded, in relevant part, there was a substantial likelihood the 

petitioner would prevail upon the merits of this appeal. The OAR has produced the record from below 

(the transcript of the 08/11116 administrative hearing) and this matter is now ripe for consideration by 

this Court. 

Standard Of Review 

W.Va. Code §29A-5-4(g) states, in pertinent part, that the circuit court shall reverse, vacate, or 

modify the order or decision of the agency if the substantial rights of the petitioner have been violated 

because the administrative findings and subsequent revocation order are: 

(1) In violation ofconstitutional or statutory provisions; 

(2) In excess ofthe statutory authority or jurisdiction ofthe agency; 

(3) Made upon unlawful procedures; 

(4) Affected by error oflaw; 

(5) Clearly wrong in view of the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence of the whole 
record; or 

(6) Arbitrary or capricious or characterized by abuse of discretion or clearly unwarranted 

exercise ofdiscretion. 



Statement of Facts 

1. Initial Traffic Stop 

Patrolman L. W. Holeston, fonnerly of the Madison City Police Department, stopped the vehicle 

which the petitioner was operating at or near the Giovanni's (a restaurant) in Danville, Boone County, 

West Virginia l . Following the traffic stop, Patrolman Holeston accused the petitioner ofbeing under the 

influence of alcohol and asked her to exit the vehicle to undergo standardized field sobriety tests (the 

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus test; Walk and Turn test; and One Leg Stand test). The petitioner complied. 

II. Alleged Admissions 

Patrolman Holeston testified the petitioner admitted that she consumed beer at the time of the 

traffic stop. Tr. at 18. The petitioner, however, testified that she had not consumed alcohol (beer) and 

never advised Patrolman Holeston of the same. Tr. 84-85. The OAH notes throughout its Final Order 

that the petitioner admitted to Patrolman Holeston that she consumed beer; however, it does not mention 

or address the fact the petitioner denied making such admissions. 

III. Field Sobriety Tests (FST) 

A. Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) 

The Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HON) test was first administered. Tr. at 19. In particular, the 

HGN test seeks to determine whether a person exhibits an onset of nystagmus (involuntary twitching of 

the eyes) prior to the 45 degrees; a distinct and sustained at maximum deviation; etc. See the DUI 

Infonnation Sheet2• Patrolman Holeston noted in the DUI Infonnation Sheet that the petitioner had a 

resting nystagmus. Patrolman Holeston, however, testified he mistakenly noted the same. Tr. at 40. 

Rather, the petitioner did not exhibit a resting nystagmus. Tr. at 40-41. Interestingly, Patrolman 

There is a dispute as to whether Patrolman Holeston "stopped" the petitioner's vehicle. Specifically, the petitioner 
contends Patrolman Holeston did not activate his ''blue lights" to stop her vehicle but that she, rather, voluntarily pulled over 
at Giovanni's because Patrolman Holeston's headlights were bright and the same were disturbing her sight Once the 
petitioner pulled over at Giovanni's, Patrolman Holeston pulled in and activated his blue lights. 

I 



Holeston realized the mistaken notation just prior to the OAR hearing when Edd Elswick, an attorney 

representing the DMV, brought the resting nystagmus issue to his attention3. Tr. at 41. Patrolman 

Holeston also testified that if the 12 o'clock position on the clock was the beginning point (axis), the 5 

o'clock position would be 45 degrees. See Petitioner's exhibit 1 introduced at the hearing before the 

OAH. This is incorrect. The 5 o'clock position would be approx. 150 degrees. Thereafter, Patrolman 

Holeston testified that if a person's nose was the starting point, directly across from the person's 

shoulder would be 45 degrees. This is incorrect (it would be 90 degrees). Tr. at 43. 

B. One Legged Stand (OLS) Test 

The One Legged Stand was then administered. According to Patrolman Roleston's testimony, and 

the accompanying West Virginia D.U.I. Information Sheet, the petitioner passed this test while standing 

on her left leg and only "swayed" and "put her foot down" while standing on her right leg. 

C. Walk and Turn (WAT) Test 

The Walk and Turn was the last field sobriety test administered. The petitioner successfully passed 

this field sobriety test4• The OAR did not, however, give any weight to the fact the petitioner 

successfully passed the W AT test in its Final Order. Further, the OAR failed to provide any reasons as 

to why it did not give any weight to the same. 

D. Preliminary Breath Test 

Patrolman Holeston then administered the preliminary breath test to the petitioner. He wrote in the 

DUI Information Sheet that the petitioner refused the PBT. However, his testimony conflicts with his 

report. Specifically, Patrolman Holeston testified that she in fact did not refuse the test, but she did blow 

2 Patrolman Holeston "filled out" the DUI Information Sheet at the time of the subject incident. 

3 Patrolman Holeston's recollection of the events in question is further questioned due to the fact he could not recall the 

make of the vehicle which the petitioner was operating; the identity of the guest passenger in the petitioner's vehicle; the 

name of the street where the traffic stop was initiated; the precise locations where the petitioner allegedly crossed left of 

center; etc. Tr. at 31-34. Stated differently, Patrolman Holeston remembers information if it advances the DMV's position, 

but does not remember if the same does not advance the DMV's position. 




improperly. Tr. at 25, 26 & 70. 

IV. Secondary Chemical Tests 

The petitioner provided undisputed testimony that shortly after her arrest she requested a secondary 

chemical test of the blood or urine test to detenrune the alcohol concentration of her blood, however, 

Patrolman Holeston did not comply with the said demand. Tr. at 84. The OAH did not, however, 

address the fact the petitioner demanded a blood or urine test in its Final Order. Indeed, the OAR made 

no mention of the same in its Final Order. 

v. Missing Evidence 

The events (traffic stop, field sobriety tests, etc.) were captured on Patrolman Holeston's in-car 

video recording system. The petitioner requested the video in the accompanying criminal case (which 

was dismissed); however, the video was "lost" or not otherwise preserved. Tr. at 74 & 55. Moreover, 

Patrolman Holeston acknowledges it is the Madison City Police Department's fault the video was not 

preserved. Tr. at 55-56. The OAR did not, however, acknowledge in its Final Order that the video was 

lost. Indeed, the OAH made no mention of the same. These facts are not disputed. 

VI. Separation of Employment 

Patrolman Holeston is no longer employed with the Madison City Police Department. Tr. at 11. 

Patrolman Holeston contends that he left the said police department because of an argument with the 

Chief. Tr. at 12. Patrolman Holeston further testified his separation of employment did not involve 

concerns over truthfulness or honesty. Tr. at 12. During cross examination, however, Patrolman 

Holeston conceded the "argument" which resulted in his separation of employment concerned the fact 

he served an arrest warrant for a loud exhaust violation during a time in which the same was invalid. 

Specifically, the said warrant was restricted meaning it could only be served (or was valid) during 

4 The events (traffic stop, field sobriety tests, etc.) were captured on Patrolman Holeston's in-car video recording 
system. The video, however, was "lost" or not otherwise preserved. 



business hours. Tr. at 29-30. Despite Patrolman Roleston having knowledge of the same (he actually 

executed (or signed) the said warrant), he served the warrant between 2 and 3 a.m. (at a time in which he 

knew the same was invalid). Tr. at 30. 

Conclusions Of Law 

Whereupon, the Court, after reviewing the entire OAR record, the pleadings filed herein, and 

entertaining argument of counsel, does hereby FIND and CONCLUDE as follows: 

1. 	 That the Petition is in proper form and complies with the mandates set forth in W. Va. Code §29A

5-1, et seq. 

2. 	 That the Petition was filed within thirty (30) days after the petitioner received notice of the OAR's 

Final Order as required by W. Va. Code §29A-5-4(b). Further, a copy of the Petition was served 

upon the respondent agency by certified mail as required by W. Va. Code §29A-5-4(b). See the 

"Green Card" or return filed herein on 12/6116. 

3. 	 That this Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to W. Va. Code §29A-5-4(b) as the 

petitioner resides in Boone County, West Virginia. 

4. 	 It is clear that Patrolman Roleston is not qualified to administer the RGN test and interpret the 

results thereof. Specifically, he stated that if the 12 o'clock position on the clock was the beginning 

point (axis), the 5 o'clock position would be 45 degrees. See Petitioner's exhibit 1 introduced at 

the hearing before the OAR. This is incorrect (the 5 o'clock position would be approx. 150 

degrees). Patrolman Roleston further demonstrated his lack of qualifications by testifying that if 

the starting point (axis) was the nose, the 45 degree mark would be directly across from the 

shoulder. This is incorrect (it would be 90 degrees). Tr. at 43. Any person who administers the 

HGN test must have a general understanding of the number of degrees contained within a circle 

(360 to be exact); an understanding of where the 45 degree mark would be located if the 12 o'clock 



position is the axis; etc. in order to properly administer the HGN test and interpret the results 

thereof. This cannot be disputed. The OAH, in its Final Order, attempted to justify its conclusion 

that the petitioner failed the HGN test by stating petitioner's counsel confused Patrolman Holeston 

by asking him to draw a circle and indicate the 45 degree mark. The Final Order, however, failed 

to explain how or why this simple task confused Patrolman Holeston. Incredibly, the Final Order 

states the "Investigating Officer testiFzed that 45 degrees is not in the same place for every person 

as the differences between people affected where 45 degrees is for each person." This makes no 

sense and defies logic. Rather, this statement further demonstrates Patrolman Holeston is not 

qualified to administer the HGN test and interpret the results thereof. Thus, this Court FINDS and 

CONCLUDES the substantial rights of the petitioner have been violated because the administrative 

findings and subsequent revocation order concluded the HGN was properly administered and 

interpreted as the same is clearly wrong in view of the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence 

of the whole record and is arbitrary or capricious or characterized by abuse of discretion or clearly 

unwarranted exercise of discretion. See W. Va. Code §29A-5-4(g)(5) & (6). 

5. 	 "Where there is a direct conflict in the critical evidence upon which an agency proposes to act, the 

agency may not elect one version ofthe evidence over the conflicting version unless the conflict is 

resolved by a reasoned and articulate decision, weighing and explaining the choices made and 

rendering its decision capable o/review by an appellate court." Syi. Pt. 6, Muscatell v. Cline,196 

W. Va. 588,474 S.E.2d 518 (W. Va. 1996). Patrolman Holeston testified the petitioner admitted 

that she consumed beer at the time of the traffic stop. Tr. at 18. The petitioner, however, testified 

that she had not consumed alcohol (beer) and never advised Patrolman Holeston of the same. Tr. 

84-85. Thus, there is a direct conflict in critical evidence. The OAH notes throughout its Final 

Order that the petitioner admitted to Patrolman Holeston that she consumed beer, however, it does 



not mention or address the fact the petitioner denied making such admissions. As such, the Final 

Order failed to provide a reasoned, articulated reason as to why a particular version of events is 

given more weight than another (i.e., why Patrolman Holeston's testimony was given more weight 

than the petitioner's testimony) as further set forth in MuscateU5. Thus, this Court FINDS and 

CONCLUDES the substantial rights of the petitioner have been violated because the administrative 

findings and subsequent revocation order did not provide a reasoned, articulated reason as to why a 

particular version of events (by Patrolman Holeston) is given more weight than another version (by 

the petitioner), which is an error oflaw. See W. Va. Code §29A-5-4(g)(4). 

6. 	 W. Va. Code §17C-5-9 states, in relevant part, "[aJny person lawfully arrestedfor driving a motor 

vehicle in this state while under the influence ofalcohol . .. shall have the right to demand that a 

sample or specimen ofhis or her blood or breath to determine the alcohol concentration ofhis or 

her blood be taken within two hours from and after the time ofarrest . .. ". The West Virginia 

Supreme Court of Appeals in Reed v. Hall, 235 W. Va. 322, 773 S.E.666 CW. Va. 2015) discussed 

the evidentiary implications of denying a defendant the right to a blood test set. Specifically, a 

defendant's due process rights are violated when he/she is denied a blood test because such denial 

would bar the accused from obtaining evidence necessary to hislher defense. "The defendant s 

right to request and receive a blood test is an important procedural right that goes directly to a 

court's truth-findingfunction". State v. York, 175 W. Va. 740, 741, 338 S.E.2d 219, 221 ("N. Va. 

1985). The petitioner provided undisputed testimony that shortly after her arrest she requested a 

secondary chemical test of the blood or urine test to determine the alcohol concentration of her 

S Likewise, according to the DUI Information Sheet, the petitioner passed the W AT test. The OAH did not, however, give 
any weight to the fact the petitioner successfully passed the W AT test in its Final Order. Rather, the OAR gave "no weight" 
to the WAT. The OAH, however, gave weight to the results of the other field sobriety tests (the HGN and OLS). As such, 
the administrative findings and subsequent revocation order did not provide a reasoned, articulated reason as to why a 
particular version of events (the alleged results of the HGN and OL8 by Patrolman Holeston) is given more weight than 
another version (that the petitioner passed the WAT test). See Muscatel!. 



blood; however, Patrolman Holeston did not comply with the said demand. Tr. at 84. Moreover, 

the OAH did not address the petitioner's demand for a blood test in its Final Order. Thus, this 

Court FINDS and CONCLUDES the substantial rights of the petitioner have been violated because 

the administrative findings and subsequent revocation order did not address the fact that the 

petitioner demanded a blood test as further W. Va. Code § 17C-5-9, which is a violation of 

constitutional (due process rights) and statutory provisions CW. Va. Code §17C-5-9). See W. Va. 

Code §29A-5-4(g)(1). 

7. 	 "The concept ofAmerican justice ... pronounces that for every wrong there is a remedy. It is 

incompatible with this concept to deprive a wrongfully injured party a remedy. 11 O'Neil v. City of 

Parkersburg, 160 W. Va. 694, 697, 237 S.E.2d 504, 506 CW. Va. 1977). Accordingly, "[i}t is a 

fundamental principle of law that a party who reasonably anticipates litigation has an affirmative 

duty to preserve relevant evidence n. Tracy v. Cottrell, 206 W. Va. 363, 371, 524 S.E.2d 879, 887 

(JV. Va. 1999). At issue is the "lost" or "missing" video from Patrolman Holeston's in-car video 

recording system which captured the events (traffic stop, field sobriety tests, etc.) at the time of the 

arrest. The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals in Hannah v. Heeter, 213 W. Va. 704, 584 

S.E.2d 560 (JV. Va. 2003), discussed the elements of (negligent6) spoliation of evidence as follows: 

1) a pending or potential civil action; 2) the person(s) who allegedly spoiled the evidence had actual 

knowledge of the pending or potential civil action; 3) a duty to preserve the evidence arising from a 

contract, agreement, statute, administrative rule, voluntary assumption of duty, or other special 

circumstance; 4) spoliation of the evidence; 5) the spoiled evidence was vital to a party's ability to 

prevail in a pending or potential civil action; and 6) damages. If a party satisfies the first five (5) 

elements set forth above, a rebuttable presumption arises that but for the fact of the spoliation of 

The Heeter Court also discussed the elements of intentional spoilation of evidence. The petitioner is not, however, 
contending Patrolman Holeston intentionally lost the video tape. 
6 



evidence, the party injured by the said spoliation would have prevailed in the litigation. Id. In this 

case, 	 the petitioner has satisfied the first five (5) elements of the test set forth in Heeter. 

Specifically, there is a pending or potential civil action; Patrolman Holeston had actual knowledge 

of this action (he actually initiated this action); Patrolman Holeston had a duty to preserve the video 

(this cannot be disputed as Patrolman Holeston generated the said video on the night in question. 

Further, he preserved other evidence herein such as the DUl Infonnation Sheet, etc.); and the video 

was vital evidence to the petitioner's ability to prevail in this action (patrolman Holeston admitted 

the video would have depicted the events (traffic stop, field sobriety tests, etc.) on the night in 

question). As such, a rebuttable presumption arises that but for the fact of the spoliation of 

evidence (the "lost" video), the party injured by the said spoliation (being the petitioner) would 

have prevailed in the litigation. The OAH, however, did not address/discuss the spoliation of 

evidence in its Final Order. Thus, this Court FINDS and CONCLUDES the substantial rights of 

the petitioner have been violated because the administrative findings and subsequent revocation 

order did not address the lost or missing video or the rebuttable presumption that arises from the 

said spoliation of evidence, which is an error oflaw. See W. Va. Code §29A-5-4(g)(4). Also, see 

State v. Osakalumi, 461 S.E.2d 504, 194 W. Va. 758 CW. Va. 1995) which addresses, in pertinent 

part, the failure to preserve evidence in a criminal case. 

8. 	 Based upon all of the above, the Court does hereby ORDER that the Final Order entered in OAR 

Case No. 247554B (all concerning license no. E399584) on 1114116 which affirmed the 

Commissioner's Order of Revocation and concluded the petitioner drove a motor vehicle in this 

State while under the influence of alcohol on 3/10/12 is hereby REVERSED. 

9. 	 It is further ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court is hereby directed to furnish a certified copy of 

this Order unto the below-signed counsel; Janet James, Assistant Attorney General, Post Office 



Box 17200-AG, Charleston, West Virginia 25317; the Office of Administrative Hearings, 300 

10thCapitol Street, Floor, Charleston, West Virginia 25301; and unto the Division of Motor 


Vehicles at 5707 MacCorkle Avenue, S.E., Charleston, West Virginia 25317. 


All of which is so ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED. 


-IV J 
Entered this the 2 day Of__Vl---1\Y'-~____,2017. 

WILLIAM S. THOMPSON, run'iiE 

ACOpy ATTEST 

CIRCUlT COlJRT 



NO. 


IN THE SUPREME COURT OF APPEALS OF WEST VIRGINIA 


PAT REED, COMMISSIONER OF THE 

WEST VIRGINIA DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES, 


Petitioner, 

v. 

DOREEN GRILLOT, 

Respondent. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Janet E. James, Assistant Attorney General, do hereby certify that a true and exact copy of 

the foregoing Notice ofAppeal was served upon the following by depositing a true copy thereof, 

postage prepaid, in the regular course of the United States mail, this 7th day of August 2017, 

addressed as follows: 

Matthew M. Hatfield, Esquire 

Post Office Box 598 

Madison, WV 25130 


The Honorable Sue Ann Zickefoose 

Clerk of the Circuit Court 

Boone County Courthouse 


200 State Street 

Madison, WV 25130 


Janet . James 


